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Strategies for more effective data acquisition 2 Medical University of Graz, Haematology, Graz, Austria Background: What are the major problems in the process of data collection in centers and what can be done about it? This has been the starting point of a discussion within the Austrian Stem Cell Transplantation Working Group with the aim to facilitate data collection in centers. Methods: Representatives of the Austrian Stem Cell Transplantation Working Group have engaged in a process of discovering obstacles in the process of data reporting. We have summarized the main arguments of this discussion and identified several problem areas that need to be dealt with. Results: An important issue are cases that have not been documented well in the patient files. Sometimes this happens if patients have been transferred from other institutions or countries. Other reasons for incomplete documentation are lack of personnel for documentation, very complex cases with unclear or uncertain diagnostic findings or very long disease histories. Additonal problems are caused by inappropriate IT infrastructure for medical documentation within a hospital, data managers who do not get trained or introduced to this field of medicine or frequent changes of the responsible person for data reporting, and not enough consulting by physicians who are hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) specialists. Reasons for these pitfalls are mainly inadequate funding and as a result a shortage of personnel. On the side of the consulting physicians, the major obstacle seems to be very limited time resources. Conclusions: As possible solutions for making the process of data collection more effective and less time consuming for all parties involved we recommend centers to: Support individuals in charge of data collection, start local training courses, introduce MED-A-reporting for data managers in German, create a template for the report of HSCT patients so that all MED-A-questions are included. If data acquisition is not possible in depth for all patients for all transplants within a center, agreement on the selected indications that will be covered in depth and others that will be covered more generally should be established in a center to allow reporting with continuous data quality.
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